
Objective of the lesson
Program your Sphero to play board games

• All of you will:
– Design and use your Sphero to play a game of 10 pin bowling,  

shuffleboard or sumo wrestling

• Most of you will:
– Introduce extra challenge into your game e.g. add ramps into the 

shuffleboard game as score multipliers

• Some of you will:
– Program your Sphero to collect Pokemon in a game of Sphero 

Pokemon
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Sphero Bowling
Supplies: masking tape, Ipad, meter stick, Sphero, Bowling 

pins, bowling record cards, pin placement template
Place the Bowling pin placement template on the floor and 

set up the ten pins. From the head/lead pin measure back 3 
m and place a piece of masking tape on the floor. This is the 

beginning of the 'lane.'
Take turns bowling using a simple roll command. You may 

change their Sphero to any colour you like. Follow the 
normal rules of bowling - two attempts to knock over the ten 

pins. Scores are recorded on the bowling score card. The 
person with the highest score after 10 frames is the winner.



Sphero Sumo
Students don their 'Sumo suit' and try to push opponents out 

of the ring.
Supplies: Sphero, masking tape, Ipad, meter stick, cup, paper 

sumo template
Research and discuss the sport of Sumo wrestling. Draw a 

sumo wrestler and tape to the outside of a cup and prepare 
for battle. Try to push their opponent out of a 1 meter 

diameter ring.



Sphero Sumo



Sphero Shuffleboard
Create a program that will roll your Sphero onto the scoring 
grid and stop on your desired point value. Each player runs 
his/her program. The Sphero remains on the game board 

until all players have gone. If your Sphero gets hit and move 
by another Sphero, you will receive the point value where 

your Sphero ends on the game board.
Play ten rounds. Make sure to keep a running total of your 

points as you progress through the rounds.



Sphero Shuffleboard



Sphero Pokemon
Stock your gym by catching as many Pokemon as you can!
Supplies: Ipad, Sphero, Pokemon characters, meter sticks, 

graph paper, masking tape

Using your masking tape, tape off the playing field perimeter 
on the carpet measuring 3 meters x 3 meters. Run strips of 
tape horizontally and vertically within the field 20 cm apart 

creating a coordinate plane/graph.



Sphero Pokemon
Characters

Place your Pokemon characters on the coordinate plane 
where the lines cross. You cold draw and 3D print your 

Pokemon
Place the Pokeball on another intersection within the playing 

field. 
Your Sphero will start at the origin (a corner)



Sphero Pokemon
Time to "GO!'"

Gather your teams. Select a team colour. With your team, 
decide on a route and write a code for your Sphero Pokeball
to travel where it collects the most Pokemon. Any Pokemon

character that your Sphero collides with in its path is 
temporarily 'captured.' Your Sphero must finish its route by 

colliding with the yellow Pokeball. If your Sphero hits the 
Pokeball at the conclusion of your code you may keep any 
collected characters for your gym. If your Sphero does not 
hit the Pokeball at the end, all characters are returned to 

their starting location and are fair game for the next team. 



Sphero Pokemon
Collect characters one at a time or write the 'perfect' code to 
capture them all at once. The team with the most collected 
characters dominates the gym! Once your game is over, play 

again by putting the characters at different locations.


